
 

By Judas Iscariot 

While we were languishing in stupor at the DWP conference the fun and games were 
just starting at the Home Office which has just fallen under Grandee control following 
the collapse of the FERRET regime. Their first shot was to wield their conference 
majority behind formal rejection of the group’s annual report which by rights should 
have ruled out all further business as conference motions are amendments to the 
annual report. No annual report. No business. The poxy Home Office chairman 
should have pointed this out at the time. You can never find a DUGGAN when you 
need one. 

Anyway - the show went on to discuss an emergency motion calling for disciplinary 
action against one of their full-time officers, a nonentity called BARBARA BLAKE, 
who was blamed for mishandling a dispute in Bootle. It is, however, a trifle unfair on 
poor BARBARA as the relevant branch officer, PAUL BAKER , had  leap-frogged the 
issue over to the NEC without first referring  the issue to the GEC – of which he is 
also an officer - as he should have done. The toothless GMB, which claims to 
represent the full-timers, is hopping mad because they’ve ignored Rule 10 - 
complaints go through the GS. Furthermore it contravenes the good practice PCS 
urges on Management throughout the civil service including relevant motions heard 
the same afternoon at the Home Office conference. But the GMB need not worry as 
JANICE will doubtless give a ruling to ignore both embarrassments because they are 
both out of rule. 

RAY ALDERSON was back in Brighton to collect his distinguished life member 
medal and say a few words to his former colleagues at the HMRC conference on 
Monday. His pearls of wisdom consisted of the usual platitudes of thanks to his 
LUNITY pals and made a big play of how close he and MR BEAN had been. But 
faced with a different audience of his old cronies in Customs, who presented him 
with a RED TIE as a token of his sterling work, he told a slightly different story. He 
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started by attempting to besmirch the reputation of the great SIR LESLEY 
PRIESTLEY by claiming that he had once been a member of the International 
Socialists, the forerunner of the SOCIALIST WANKERS PARTY. 

In fact the MAD MONK assures me that he was a supporter of Revenue guru 
FRANK SWIFT in his misbegotten youth  and a member of the Trot-hating 
STRAIGHT LEFT (aka the SECRET LEFT) in IRSF  which was a secret society that 
operated as an undeclared faction in most trade unions and the Labour Party. In the 
high-caste “Society” (SCS/SCPS/NUCPS/PTC) it was led, for instance, by NICK 
SHITE aka as MR ROSIE EAGLESON. It would be interesting to know when LES 
left STRAIGHT LEFT – some say they never do. 

Sadly we will not have the pleasure of the MAD MONK’S company for the rest of the 
week as he’s crawled off to take part in the Benenden Healthcare Society 
conference in Southampton which, he hopes, will elevate him to the board this week. 

By the way, KEITH HAGGER gets his medal when he goes next year for selfless 
devotion to ensuring that the highest standards are maintained by the licensed 
victuallers association.  COLONEL HARDING is going to formally object on the 
grounds that the man has done fuck-all throughout his long and undistinguished 
career. 

The fag end of the DWP conference was livened up by the massed CARCASITE 
legions of the “Independent Left” baying for blood during the censure motion over the 
conduct of the jobs, rights and services campaign. It was easily defeated by the 
Grandees who were assisted by the votes of ROB BRYSON and HOWARD 
FULLER, who broke ranks with the rest of 4TM to keep in with JOHN McINALLY. 

But the CARCASE have 
not been idle. Half a 
dozen of their top brass, 
including STEVE LLOYD 
and CHARLIE 
MACDONALD spent 40 
minutes in the tea bar 

talking to COLIN FOX, the leader of the Scottish Socialist Party. The one-time 
member of the Scottish parliament is loathed by his ex-comrade Scottish grandees 
who sided with TOMMY SHERIDAN over allegations made by the News of the 
Screws which has now gone to appeal. DANNY and JANICE blame FOX and his 
pals for the disastrous split which led to both wings losing all their seats in Holyrood 
in the elections earlier in the month. But the rump SSP still has some followers in 
PCS and the CARCASE are clearly hoping to get them to join their new 
“Independent Left”. COLIN officially was down here as guest speaker at the DFT 
conference which is, surprise, surprise, the fiefdom of JOHN MALONEY.  And if you 
want to hear the Great Scot in action this lunch-time just pop down to the Quality 
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Hotel round the corner at 12.45. Fox is speaking at an SSP fringe meeting with 
GERRY McMAHON and WILLIE TELFER on what they somewhat optimistically call 
the way ahead for the left in Scotland.  

We certainly moved up in the world with the arrival of the Attorney-General, who 
abandoned his plush offices for the day to slum it at the Crown Prosecution Service 
conference on Monday; held in a broom cupboard in the decrepit bowels of the 
Brighton Centre on Monday. The Right Hon Lord Goldsmith treated the stony-faced 
delegates to his post-Blair vision of CPS where everyone, it seems, is valued - apart  
from PCS members whose 2006 pay offer was imposed last March. 

His boreship adroitly sidestepped some unscheduled controversial questions about 
the war in Iraq by turning his ten minute slot into a turgid fifteen minute drone, aided 
and abetted by a hapless GEC member whose question cum speech did for the 
other five. A final embarrassment to all was spared when a mumbled jibe of “war 
criminal” was drowned out by the background noise of Lord “alleged cash for 
honours” Goldsmith left to hot foot it back to London.  

Meanwhile the speculation at who the Democrats/Unity might run for AGS if LEON 
BAUGH gets the DGS when LANNING retires in 2009 continues. The smart money 
is on DOZY EAGLESON as all their other credible full-timers are on the verge of 
retirement as well. 

The 4TM crowd were also busy last night. First of all there was a private bash at the 
HILTON to celebrate MOIRA CAMPBELL’S 50th birthday whose exercise for the day 
was blowing out the candles on the immense cake ably assisted by CHRIS 
GALLIGAN. They then had to march to the Princess Victoria, a seedy gay bar in the 
poorer part of town, for another pep-talk meeting led by the ubiquitous JAKE WILDE.  

To round it off, Brighton Centre security went into top gear on Monday following the 
theft of an unattended case and a rucksack at the IPS Conference in Slum 4 of the 
conference complex. It was an inside job and the felon was apprehended the next 
day when he was picked up on CCTV wearing the clothes he had stolen. 

Bad Poetry Corner 
 
A brave but anonymous punter thrust this unsigned 
response (to our invitation for bad poetry on Monday) 
into the hands of one of our aged retainers last night.  
 
There was an old Colonel called Roader 
Who wouldn't pay a pro what he owed her 
She jumped from the bed 
With her cheeks flaming red 
And pissed in his whisky and soda. 
 

Can you do better? 

 

Rob says these are your  
feet, Nick. Pic by Brian 
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The Backlash 
This year we’ve split into 3 factions representing the Westboro Baptists (WBC) 
(godhatesfags.com), the Reborn Flat-Earth Society (FES)(godhatesglobes.com) and, 
of course, the Islamic Left (IL) (godhateseverybodyelse.com) In the spirit of fairness 
and internal bloodshed avoidance we have, therefore, decided to present 
guidance for National Motions on behalf of all 3.  
Motion A2  
IL - OPPOSE - Who's motives are the purer? He who performs his duties for financial gain - or he who 
performs his duties in the service of Allah? 
WBC - OPPOSE - Conference gets off to a flying godless start with an attack on faith communities right there 
at the top of the agenda. Shame on you. "Real concerns about the impact on customers"??? Real concerns about 
the impact on your own selfish concerns more like. May you burn in hellfire for your sins. (MYBH) 
FES - What? 
Motion A3 - IL - What?  WBC - What? FES - WTF? 
Motion A6 and A8 - WBC – OPPOSE 

Whatever happened to Management’s right to manage?  You can’t complain just 
because a Boss behaves like a boss. If we allow ourselves to become entangled in 
collectivist nonsense like “participatory democracy” no decisions will ever get 
made and we’ll all go straight to hell.  
Motion A10 - IL – OPPOSE We have our reasons.  
Motion A11 - FES- SUPPORT And you can add to that list, so called Education 
which continues to poison our children with myths about the globular nature of 
our planet.  
Motion A15/16/17 – WBC OPPOSE – Will you never learn? You cannot 
IMPOSE equality! MYBH. 
Motion A19 –WBC OPPOSE – The Devil makes works for idle hands.  
Motion A22 – IL & WBC – OPPOSE – With their smaller brains, they clearly 

need extra support and guidance. It may seem that you are granting a freedom but it is only the freedom to 
suffer.  
 

PFLCPSA NEWS 
Conference proper began this morning so wake up and pay attention.  Failed miserably to 
piggyback on next door’s wireless, so if you did get an email from us, it could qualify as an 
official miracle. Consult the Office of Paedophilia Evidence Suppression in Rome for 
confirmation.  
Condition Blue 5 has been declared. Agents should adopt the gissa protocol. As in “gissa 
tenner and we’ll keep your name out of it”.  Keep PFL Free – give us your dosh voluntarily 
so we won’t have to use force.  Buying one our handcrafted limited 
edition T Shirts will help. We’ve just added the “I’m Harry” range in 
honour of the 3rd in-line’s forthcoming adventure holiday in Iraq.  Orders 
can be placed for the usual sizes through the usual channels. Still only 
£12. Amazing value. 

I see you have started without us.  But we were with you in spirit. Colonel 
Islam is now available for a full Chinese massage, if anyone is offering. 
Don’t forget, final debriefing in the OLD SHIT at 10 pm every evening.  
The morning is come unto me, O thou that dwellest in the land: the time is come, the day of trouble is near, and 
not the sounding again of the mountains.(Ezekiel 7:7 – Standard Issue) 
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